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1.0 INTRODUCTION

ThiS final report summarizes the objectives,_activitieS Ahd results of
the project entitled "Development of a Classification system for Postsecond-
ary Courses"i_carried out by Applied_Systems Institute,_ Inc. (ASI) under
Contract No. 300-84-0261 for the Center for Education Statistics_(CES) Of
thd_U.S._ Department of Education._ In addition toto thiS report, the final
deliverables of the project include a computer tape and hard copyprintout
Of the final course classification.

This project is an outgrowth of the ongoing efforts of CES to develop
more comprehensive_survey tools to gather and report on increasingly_
complex and diverse postsecondary education experiences in the United
States. As specifically required by CES_in its Request for Proposals, the
Classification System for Postsecondary Education Courses (CSPEC) developed
by ASI builds upon Classification a Instructional .ftograml (CIP) published
by the Center for Education Statistics in 1981. CIP's six-digit coding
system classifies essentially all levels and types of instructional
programs. It is not designed, however, to identify the individual courses
which make up any one instructional program.

The specific impetus to extend the CIP stems from the current research
needs of two major CES-sponsored projects which are following the progress
of respondents who participated in the National Longitudinal Study of the
High School Class of 1972 (NLS=72), and in High School and Beyond (HSU) in
1980. Postsecondary undergraduate transcripts of these participants have
been collected for analysiS, Jib have the catalogs of the schools they have
attended. In order to maximize the capability of CES analysts to interpret
and compare transcript data, standard identifications for courses of similar
content are required.

Hence, the primary objective of this project was to adapt CIP for
course identification by expanding its six-digit code to eight digits, using
the additional two digits to identify a unique postsecondary undergraduate
course. Also, in anticipation of the use of the ASI-developed Classifica-
tion System for Postsecondary Education Courses in folloW-up studies for
NLS-72 and HS&B, the fieId of courses on which the expanded coding system
Was based were those comprising the curricula of A sample of postsecondary
institutions in which the participants of these studies had been enrolled.
The original sample of 120 institutions was reduced within the first few
months of the contract to 60 due to time and budgetary conitraints. The
validity of the sample was nevertheless retained insofar as representation
by location, level (two-year or four-year) and control (whether public,
independent, proprietary or religious) of the schools.

2.0 METHODOL43GY

In order to develop CSPEC, it was necesSery to identify the majority
of undergraduate courses offered at the pottSecondary level from a sample
of college catalogs and determine which inttructional program within C1P
each belonged to. Once this determination wa.1 made, each course was
asslgned a unique eight-digit code.



A series of tasks was performed to create the desired classification.
These are described in the following sections.

2.1 Identification of a §ample gi School Catalogs

The overall objective of the project WAS to classify higher education
undergraduate courses into categories consistent with CIP and further break
that classification system into one with a greater level of detail for
course titles. Most institutions publish a description of courses offered
to their students. Hence, to identify the majority of types of courses
offered, ASI analyzed a sample of catalogs. A sample of 120 institutions
Was originally selected and their current course catalogs obtained. As
previously indicated, however, given time and budgetary restraints, a
subsampIe of 60 institutions was finally utilized for the development of
the Postsecondary Course Classification.

_ The aim of ASI's sampling scheMe was to provide a selection_of_schools
offering the greatest_variety of courSes. That selection was made from the
Education Directory of ggliggnd Universities 1981-82 (Ed Directory) and
the 1982 Directory of EghgglA Offering Occupational Programs (DSOOP), both
published by the Center for_EdUCation Statistics; _These represented the
most current publications with information about program offeringS in post-
secondary institutions at the commencement of this project. (A tore recent
Ed Directory was availAble_at the time, but program offerings would have
had to have been determined_froM the corresponding Earned Degrees_and_Other
Formal Awards Conferred (EDC)_filei the most recent of which,it_1981=82.)
From these DirectorieS, ASI_identified those institutions attended by
students in the NIS and HSU studies, Which formed the btsis Of the sample;

We note that our sample was not statistically repesemtative of the
population of institutions nor of the courses offered bedaUtd our interest
was not in the_tumber_of courses offered or the frequency Of -Course
availability, bUt rather to determine the variety available tO students in
the NIS and HS&B studies, regardless of popularity. ASI Utilized a multi-
matrix type deSign for sample selection in order tO attUre_that institutions
were appropriately represented on the_dimensions of Centrel (public, private
independent, private rel 3ious, and proprietary), leVel (four-year and two-
year), and_geographic region; That is,_the sample WAS Selected in such a
way as to be representative of institutions on Any one dimension, but not on
all ditensions at once;

ThiS type of methodoiogy_has_been suggested by William G; Cochran
(/AMpling Techniques, John Wiley & Sons:_NeW Yerk, 1977) and others as a
Method for increasing the_assurance or adeqUady of representation on any
one characteristic of interest when sample_eite is not adequate to support
COn01etely crossed design. While a statiStitallY representative sapple

WAS not a criterion for_this sample, a tchene SuCh as the one used helped
tei ASSure representation for all Sector-3 and on other limited dimensions of
interest;



The final litt Of Sdhools included in the sample Of Catalogs selected
and the cella to WhiCh they belong are_presented_belOW. (Control and level
categories were conAtrUcted from HEGIS data and the tegl.oh Categories werethe Census diViSiona Collapsed to the form categoriet Shown.)

MBE CONTROli REGIONLEVEL

209013 Griffin-Spalding Public Voc. South
Co. Vo-Tec Sch.

7468 School of Visual Proprietary 4-Yr Northeast
Arts

10195 Art Institute of Proprietary 2-Yr South
Ft. Lauderdale

1625 Ricks College Religious 2-Yr West

2605 Fairleigh Independent 2-Yr Northeast
Dickenson-Edw.
Wms

2296 Muskegon BusinesS Independent 2-Yr MichteSt
College

2171 Mass. Bay Cmty. Public 2-Yr Northeasr
College

10051 CUNY La Guardia Public 2-Yr Northeast

2879 Sullivan Co. Public 2=Yr Northeast
Cmty. College

2864 DUtChess Cmty. PUblic 2=Yr Northeast
College

5753 Michael J. Owens Public 2-Yr Midwest
Tech. College

1773 Triton College Public 2-Yr Midwest

2339 Brainerd Cmty. Public 2-Yr Midwest
College

2370 N. Hennepin Cmty. Public 2-Yr Midwest
College

1543 Albany Jr. College Public 2-Yr South

3727 Northern Va. Cmty. Public 2-Yr South
College
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omen LEMEL REGION

3999 Cleveland State Public 2-Yr South
Cmty. College

5449 Cen. Carolina Public 2-Yr South
Tech. College

3643 Texas Southmost Public 2-Yr South
College

Navarro College P#blic 2=Yr South

3772 Centralia College Public 2=Yr West

1222 East Los Angeles Public 2-Yr West
College

3368 Saint Vincent Religious 4=Yr Northeast
College

2823 St. John's Religious 4-Yr Northeast
University

3035 Ohio Dominican Religious 4-Yr West
College

3839 Cathage College Religious 4-Yr West

2383 St. Paul Bible Religious 4-Yr West
College

3491 Free Will Baptist Religious 4-Yr South
College

2433 Rust College Religious 4-Yr South

3457 Wofford College Religious 4=Yr South

3623 St. Mary's Univ.
of San Antonio

Religious 4=Yr South

1379 Connecticut Coll. Independent 4=Yr Northeast

1456 Southeastern Univ. Independent 4=Yr Northeast

4804 New YOrk Insti. Independent 4=Yr Northeast
-of TeChnology

3282 King's College Independent 4-Yr Northeast

1444 George Washington Independent 4-Yr Northeast
University
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NAME OURQL LEMEL REGION

1727 Moody Bible Independent 4-Yr Midwest
Institute

2279 Lawrence Inst.
of Technology

Independent 4-Yt Midwest

1252 Pacific Christian Independent 4-Yr West

2866 Fashion Institute
of Technology

Pdblid 4-Yr Northeast

2847 SUNY College at Publid 4-Yr Northeast
Onaanta

2013 Univ: of Maryland Public 4-Yr Northeast
College Park

9092 Univ. of Michigan Public 4-Yr Midwest
Ann Arbor

3459 Black HillS State Pdblic 4=Yr Midwest
College

1585 North Georgia
college

PdbIic 411r South

1005 Alabama_State Public 4Yr South
University

3487 East Tenn. Pdblic 4=Yr South
State- UniVersity

1999 University Of Pdblic -4Yr South
Louisville

10366 OklihOMa State Pdblic 4=Yr South
University, Hain

3932 University of PUblic 4-Yr West
Wyoming

1314 Univ. of Calif. Public 4-Yr West
Irvine

We note that our sample contained only one Voc-Tec school. Our
investigations indicated that courses offered at such institutions wre thesame as those offered in any two-year vocational school. Nevertheless, wedid acquire and review additional Voc-Tec catalogs in order to be certain
those types of courses were well covered.
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2;2 Bstablishment a Att AdVisory Eknal

In order to place specific courses accurately in the proper CIP
curriculum group and resolve problems of dual placement and duplicate
course content, an advisory panel was formed of persons expert in a broad
range of postsecondary areas to assist ASI personnel in the development of
CSPEC and to review the final product prior to submission to the Center for
Educ.tion Statistics.

Due to budgetary constraints, ASI limited its panel selection to
persons based within commuting distance of Washington, D.C. area and
knowledgeable in those postsecondary_fields in which ASI could not provide
its own inhouse expertise. Selection was fUrther based on recommendations
from national assoaiations teipoirsibIe for accreditation of educatfonaI
programs (e.g., American Psychological Association, the Association of
American Universities, and so forth).

The f011owing presents the members of our AdviSory Panel for
postsuCOndary Course Classification. _Their spedifi4 CoMments regarding
thit_alitsifiCation project and the CIP as a baSiS for it are addressed in
SeCtiin 3.0.

lima KEW= Title Area, Reviewed

Dr. LouiS
Albert

DAVid L.
Atkins

Dr. Richard H.
Austing

Dr. John R.
Beaton

Director of Special (17) Allied Health
Projects (18) Health Sciences
American Association for
Higher Education

Professor and_Department
Chairman of Biology
(The George WAshington U.)

Associate Professor of
Computer Science
Center for Adult Education
(U. of Maryland)

Dean of the College of
Human Ecology
(U. of Maryland)

6
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(26) Life Sciences

(11) Computerand
Information
Sciences

(19) Home Economics
(20) Vocational

Home Economics
(32) Basic Skills
(33) Citizenship/

Civic Activities
(34) Health-Related

Acttvities
(35) Interpersonal

Skills
(36) Leisure and

Recreational
Acttvities

(37) Personal
Awareness



briol &lib=
Dr. Philip L.
Brach

Naomi Broering
MLS, MA

Dr; Dorothy
Brown

Dr._ Robert F.
Carbone

Dr._Valery
Earle

Dt._D-On
Gallehr

Dr. Robert L.
Gluckstern

Dr. Helen
Grave

Dr. James L.
Hoerner

Dr; Robert
Holland

MS la

Dean; College Of
Physical-Science,
Engineering, and
Technology
(U.of the Platridt
of Coliimbia)

Medical Center
Librarian
(Georgetown U.)

DepartMent of
Hittoty
(Geergetown U.)

Professor of
Education Policy,
Planning and
Administration
(U. of Maryland)

(15) Engineering and
Engineering
Related
Technologies

(25) Library and
Archival
Sciences

(45;0801) History

(13) EduCatien

Profezsor of (44.0101-44.0699) Public Affairs
Government (45.0901) International Affairs
(Georgetown U.) (45.1001) Political Science

and Government

Department of English'
(George Mason U.)

(23) Letters

Professor of (27)
Physics and (40.0201)
Astronomy (40.0301)
(U. of Maryland) (4C.0801-40.0899)

Associate Pröfessor
(Virginia Polytechnic
and State U.)

Associate Professor of_
Business Administration
(The George Washington U.)

Mathematics
Astronomy
Astro-Physics
Physics

(19) Home_EconoMied
(20) Vocational

Home Economics

(14) Engineering
(15) Engineering And

Related
Technologies

(06) ButiteSt And
Matagetent

(07) BUSineSS and
Office

(08) Marketing and
Distribution



Faint' &mitt

Dr. Donald
Maley

=In

Professor and Department
Chairman of Industrial
Education
(U; of Maryland)

Dr. Jesse Professor of Philosophy
Mann (U. of Maryland)

&OA Rkzisamd

(21) InduStrial Arts

(38) Philosophy and
Religion

(39) Theology

Dr. C. Joseph Provost Emeritus of (44.0701-44.0799)
Nuesse Sociology Social Work

(45.1101) Sociology

Dr; Charles
O'Rear

Professor and DepartMent
Chairman of ForenSid
Sciences
(The George WAShington U;)

Dr. Theodore P. Chairman of Department
Perros of Chemistry

Dr. C. James
Scheirer

Health Science
AdMinistrator
National Institutes of
Health

(01) Agribusiness
and Agricultu=
ral_Production

(02) Agricultural
Sciences

(03) Renewable
Natural
Resources

(40,0501-40,0599)
Chemistry

(42) Psychology

2.3 Peveloyment a AA eight-Digit Coding labgmt

Utilizing the catalogs selected through the sampling plan described in
Section 2.1, ASI staff began entering course titles, a brief description of
course content for each title, and the appropriate six-digit placement of
the course within CIP, into a Dbase II format on IBM PC floppy diskettes.
It was quickly realized, however, that the a personal computer could not
accommodate the sorting and merging of the large number of courses that
would ultimately be involved in the classification (estimated near 26,000 ) .

Hence, an additional step was added. After completion of data entry on
diskettes, the information was then uploaded into a file within ASI's VAX
11/750 minicomputer for further data manipulation.

The large volume of courses found in the sample of 60 school catalogs
also necessitated that time be utilized as efficiently as possible. Thus,
AST. personnel initially reviewed and entered data on fifteen catalogs from
the sample. The VAX file of these coded courses and their descriptors was
then sorted by their CIP six-digit code, and by title alphabetically within
each CIP code and printed. Then, individual staff were assigned CIP
sections, to be completed one at a time. The staff member would review the
initial printout of that section, eliminating duplicate titles (which would
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be later entered into a separate VAX file of "Alternate_Titles" and given
the same eight-digit code as the main course for_Whith it was a duplicate).
At the same time, they would correct any miscoded coUrSOS and any
tyPographical errors in course titles. .

Following this cleaning up of the preliminary CIP curriculum section,
the staff member would than proceed to review the remaining catalogs for
courses to be entered in that particular section only. Again, any
alternate title was noted for later entry into the Alternate Title File.

Upon completion of a CIP Section, ASI personnel mailed to the
appropriate panel member a printout of that completed section, along with a
detailed cover letter pinpointing questions as to correct coding and
duplicate titles. Panel members ware also asked to provide titles and
course content of any missing courses as well as their general assessment
of the classification effort and the CIP ALS a coding scheme for
postsecondary courses.

FoIlowing_panelist SUbtittion of their recommended revisions to the__
printout and_other comments, ASI staff made final corrections to that CIP_
section. A final_sort Ofthat section on six-digit CIP code and Alphabeti-
cally by course_title Within each of these CIP codes was made._ The final_tWo
digits, which distingdiShed each unique course, was automatically assigned
by the computer based_en the alphabetical order of courses under eadh_six-
digit CIP code.Baked on that assignment, aIternate_titles were coded with
the same eight-digit_Code as the main course it_was_duplicating and both
alternate title and itS code were entered directly into a Separate VAX file;

While each CIP section was being finalized in this_way, an ASI
Research Assistant entered into a third VAX file all CIP instructional
program titles and their codes and descriptors. These were entered in
capital letters to distinguish them from course titles and descriptors.
The addition of the CIP data was done to assist the users of CSPEC in
identifying the instructional program area in which various courses were
placed.

Once all CIP sections were completed and reVieWed by our Advisory
Paneli several weeks were set aside for A final prOefing of course
descriptors and titles for correction of typographidal errors.

The steps taken just prior to a final printout were essentially
programming tasks. These involved the merging of the three VAX files
already described (main file with course CIP coda, title and descriptor;
alternate title file; and CIP section file) and a final sorting based on
the eight-digit CIP code. To facilitate the use of this large classifica-
tion, ASI's final product provides two sections to the CSPEC. The first
presents postsecondary undergraduate course titles in order of their eight-
digit CIP code. A, brief course description and an alternate titles are
given under each code and title. The format of this presentation is as
follows:

9 1 4



CIP CODE COURSE TITLE

DESCRIPTION

LISTING OF ALTERNATE TITLES (in alphabetical
order)

In addition to the above listing based on eight-digit CIP codes, ASI
is also providing An index which simply lists all course titles (main
courses and alternate titles) alphabetically with their eight-digit CIP
code. It is Anticipated that this index will facilitate the coding of
transcripts by allowing the coder to locate a course title and its code
quickly. Only if that title could not be found in the Index would the
coder then proceed to the more time:consuming process of finding that
course based on its appropriate placement within the CIP and i review of
courses and their descriptors under that CIP section to make a final
selection of an eight-digit code. We note that ASI has set aside 99 (the
final two digits possible under the system) for "Miscellaneous Courses"
under any six-digit CIP section to cover unusual courses not provided in
our project sample.

2.4 1--1,-;0Ut Of the goding §ystem gn Ismail& ThanSeripts

The teeting of a coding system was the eSSehtial last step in flagging
problemb_in_the system's usefulness_to potential applications; That is, is
it_a Workable tool in interpreting transcriptS in order to analyze course-taking behavior? Utilizing catalogs of_the 60 postsecondary institutions
not COded from the original sample of_120 SC/16613i ASI selected fifteen
representing to the extent possible_the controli level and geographic cellt
WhiCh formed the basis of our sampling plan. ASI requested that CES
provide 40 transcripts from at least ten of these institutions for testingpurposes;

ASI's experience in the project's coding efforts indicated that the
type of coder who could best use the CSPEC would be someone with a college
education. Hence, three coders we selected, all of whom were currently
graduate students, to code the 40 transcripts provided by CES over a
four-day period following one day of training. Details regarding test
procedures, results and evaluation are presented in Section 4.0.

3.0 ADVISORY nEEL EMUS=

The project's Patel of AdVisors provided the input to ensure_the__
consistency_in approach and level_of quality of the CSPEC. Specifically,
they were asked to addreSt the following questions in reviewing their
particular CIP instructional program area:

10
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(1) COrrect COding - Based on their interpretation of CIP
seCtional descriptors; were courses placed under the mOSt
appropriate CIP code?

(2) Duplicate Courses - Were any two courses treated as
Unique entries although their course contentS were
sUbstantially the same?

(3) HiSSing_Courses - Were apy significant courtes not
inCluded under each CIP category?

(4) Evaluation of CIP - How appropriate it the CIP in
Claksifying thejarge number of highly diversified
postsecondary course offeritgs?

In overall terms, the major coding problems requiring Panelist
guidance fell into two categories. The first centered on the interpreta-
tion of certain CIP sections which p,:oved troublesome to ASI coders because
their descriptors were nonspecific. Based on the input of the Panel of
Advisors and the expertise of inhouse staff, a clearer meaning was developed
for those CIP sections presenting problems for consistent and appropriatecoding. These clarifications are detailed by section in the following
pages.

The second difficulty reflected a characteristic of college curricula;
that is, courses of similar titles may be common to multiple instructional
programs or similar general courses may be offered by different departments
within an institution. An example of the latter would be an introductory
statistics course. Such a course with similar content and title, but
different emphasis might be offered by the business, psychology and
education departments. ASI determined that the best approach in working
around this dilemma was to distinguish these duplicate-titled courses by
adding the section in Which they should be placed within the title, itself.
Again, with regard to our example, we might have "Introduction to
Statistics in Business", "Introduction to Statistics in Psychology", or
"Introduction to Statistics in Education". This approach, of course,
requires that the coder refer first to the school catalog to learn which
department or instructional program area is offering a particular course on
the transcript before making a coding decision.

The focus of the pages which follow will_be_on hoW ASVs generaI
approach to these two major probIems_were applied tO_the individual
sections of the_CIP. _In addition, special note has_been made of Panelist
comments regarding other_issues relating to the coding effort. Our
objective here iS not only to lay out our methods Of_coding the various CIP
instructiOnal program_ areas; but also to provide utdful pe.deIines for
future codert uSing the CSPEC.



Those CIP sections not presenting any unusual coding problems have notbeen included in the following section-by-section review. These comprise:

Sectiqn millibar Panelist. If Anx

Renewable Natural Resources 03 Dr. Charles O'Rear
Military Sciences 28
Military Technologies 29
Parks and Recreation 31
Citizenship/Civic Activities 33
Interpersonal Skills 35
Personal Awareness 37
Archeology 45.03
Demography 45.05
Geography 45.07
Sociology 45.11 Dr. C.Joseph Nuesse
Urban Studies 45.12
Construction Trades 46
Transportation and Moving Materials 49

We also reiterate that this project confined itself to undergraduatecourses only. Hence, course listings under such areas as Law (22) andHealth (18) were limited.



CIP SECTION: Agribusiness and Agricultural Production (01)

PANELIST: Dr. Charles O'Rear
Professor and Chairman of Forensic Sciences
The George Washington University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Intaxuatatlm af QIE section

o The distinction between Agribusiness and Agricultural:
Production (01) and Agricultural Sciences (02) is drawn
as follows: Emphasis in Section 01 is on the application of
business principles and operations in agriculture, while
Section 02 deals with the scientific aspects of agriculture.

simtlat CotSes gx, More ox Seetititit

o Same-titled courses are found among the following CIP sections
dealing with agriculture: Agribusiness and Agricultural
Production (01), Agricultural Engineering (14.03), and
Agricultural Education (13.1301). The section in which these
courses should be placed is identified in the course title to
assist coders. Coders should refer to the school catalog to
ascertain which department or instructional program area is
offering the course prior to making a coding selection.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENT , IF ANY:

None.



CIP SECTION: Agricultural Sciences (02)

PANELIST: Dr. Charles O'Rear
Professor and Chairman of Forensic Sciences
The George Washington University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation 91 QTZ Sectioq

o The distinction between Agribusiness and Agricultural
Production (01) and Agricultural Sciences (02) is
drawn as follows: Emphasis in Section 01 is on
the application of business principles and operations
in agriculture, while Section 02 deals with the
scientific aspects of agriculture.

Similar Courses in igg Noté, gig Sections

o Same-titled courses are found among the following CIP
sections dealing with agriculture: Agricultural Sciences
(02), Agricultural Engineering (14.03), and Agricultural
Education (13.1301). The section in which these courses
should be placed is identified in the course title to
assist coders. Coders should refer to the school catalog
to ascertain which department or instructional program
area is offering the course prior to making a coding
selection.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

None.
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CIP SECTION: Architecture and Environmental Design (04)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation 2g, fag Section

o The_descriptor given for the CIP section entitled
Environmental Design (04.0401) will present a problem to
coders because it's meaning is unclear. Hence, for_the
purposes of this classification, ASI staff has arbitra-
rily interpreted the section aS including courses dealing
With building environmental systems such as illumination
and temperature control.

g2MXIA1 'km sx More OE aatiama

o There are three CIP sections which relate to Architecture
may include very similar basic courses. These are
Architecture (04), Architectural Engineering (14.04), and
Architectural Technologies (15.01). In general, archi-
tecture courses in the engineering curricula are more
technical or mathematical oriented. If possible confusion
existed in the title as to correct coding, the name of
the section was added to the title. Coders should refer
to the school catalog to ascertain which department or
instructional program area is offering the course in
question prior to making a coding decision.

o Coding architectural drafting courses proved most
difficult to coders because in addition to_the three
related CIP sections in Architecture specified above,
a fourth option in Architectural Drafting (48.0102)
is presented in the CIP. ASI interpreted the latter
section as encompassing simply instruction in reading
blueprints, not in drafting blueprints. Again, the
coder is cautioned to reference the school catalog to
pinpoint the department offering the drafting course.
As in other cases of similar courses coded in different
sections, ASI has added to the title the instructional
program section under which the course would fall.
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CIP SECTION: Area and Ethnic Studies (05)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation 91 5ect1on

None.

51Miliar Courses 12 I3i2 2X Mk= gIE SeCtions

Similarly-titled courses are found among the following
CIP sections: Area and Ethnic Studies (05), History
(45.08), and Languages (16). The courses most often
failing in this category are "History.' and "Civilization"
for particular regions or countries of the world. The
section in which such courses should be placed is iden-
tified in the course title. Coders should refer to the
school catalog to ascertain which department or instruc-
tional program area is offering the course prior to
making a coding selection.
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CIP SECTION: Business (06)

PANELIST: Dr. Robert Holland
Associate Professor of Business
The George Washington University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation a 2/2 Section

o The distinction drawn between Banking and Finance
(06.03) and Business Economicts (06.05) is based on
coding quantitative business couraes under Banking
And Finance, whiIe_placing theoretical economic business
courses under Business Economics. A course in Cost
Benefit Analysis, although encompassing some theoretical
aspects, is pieced under_Benking and Finance because its
emphasis is on the quantitative. At present, only one
course entitled "Business Economics" is codqd under the
Business Economics Section.

o The distinction drawn betWeen Human Resources Management
(06.06) and Personnel Management (06.16) is based on the
following:,broad courses pertaining to the training and
career development of employees, such as "Issues in
Employee Relations", are ple,ced under Human Resources
Management; courses dealing with more specific areas in
personnel management, dud"' as "Employee Compensation
Systems: Theory and Practice", were coded under Personnel
Management.

The CIP section on InStitutionai Management (06.07) is
divided into five sUbsections (Hotel Management, Restau-
rant Management, etd.). When an_individual Course cavers
more than_one institutional management arde_(AS, for
example, "Hotel-Restaurant Management", it iS Coded
under the_SUbsection that appears first ih it-s title. If
a courts:: (lees not relate to_any of the SUbSections, it is
placed under Institutional Management. Other (06.0799).

o Under Business Management, Other (06.9999) ere coded
business classes which are not appropriate to any of the
specific CIP sections under Businett. These include such
courses as "Business Algebra" and "Business Law".

17



Similar Courses in Isti sax Note, gig Sections

o Varying_types of management courses are found_in numerous
CIP Instructional Programs; These may range from "Parka
Recreation_Management" to "Arts Management". Management
courses whidh_are geared toward the management profes-
sion at_a whole, rather than to a specifid area, Are
placed in the Business and Management (06).

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

o Redommendation to Marge Certain CIP SadtiOns

Dr. Holland suggested that the CIP would be more appro-
priate for the Business and Management Curriculum if the
following combinations were made:

- Contract Managemeut and Procurement chasing
(06.0402) should be eliminated and its courses
coded under Purdhasing (08.0704).

- Investments and Securities (06.10) and Securities
and Commodities Marketing (08.0406) should be
eliminated and their courses coded under Banking
and Finance (06.03).

- Management_InfOrMation Systems should be elite.=
nated and itt doUttes coded under Business Systems
Analysis (07.0306).

- Banking and_Rkaated Financial Programs_(07.02)_
should_be eliMinated ind its courses placed under
Financial Servides Marketing (08.04).

Placement of DistribUtiOn Courses

Dr; Holland indicated that some schools place Distribu-
tion_courses it_their Marketing Departments, whereas his
preference would_b6 in a department for Production And
Operations (not indluded in the CIP).

o Placement Of Honey and Banking Courses

Dr. Holland cautioned that the department offering Money"
and Banking Courses varied by college. In some, the
courte is found in the Economics Department; in others,
the Finance_Department. This variation Among schools
holds true for a number of business courses.
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CI? SECTION: Business and Office (07)

PANELIST: Dr. Robert Holland
Associate Professor of Business
The George Washington University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation a 02 Section

The distinction drawn. between Business and Office (07)
and Business (06) or Computer and Information Sciences
(11) is as follows: courses coded in Section 07 are
extracted almost exclusively from tWo-year schools. The
curriculum under Business and Office represents prepara-
tion for support staff in business or financial organiza-
tions, rather than management training. Secretarial
Sciences, for example, fall into this section.

o As an exception within the Business And Office Section
(07),_the subsection, Business Data Processing (07.03)

. does contain courses from both two-year and four-year
institutions pertaining to basic computer programming and
data processing as used in the office environment. The
distinction drawn betWeen this subsection and Data
Processing (11.03) under the Computer Science curriculum
is based simply on whether the course is offered under
the school's Business or Computer Science department.
The assumption here is that each department would
approach the area of data processing differently.

o The distinttion drawn between Office Supervision and
ManageMent (07.04) and Personnel Management (0616) or
HUMan Redource Management (06.0601) is as follows;
Offito Superiasion and Management courses cover those
geared toward secretaries and office managers;

o No COuraes were found within our sample for Personnel And
Training Programs (07.05);

o All secretarial cooperative programs are coded under
Secretarial and Related Programs, General (07.0601).

o The distinction drawn between Executive Secretarial
(07.0603) and Secretarial (07.0606) is drawn as follows:
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only courses with "executive secretary" within its title
are coded under Executive Secretarial (for examples
"Specialized Secretarial Training: Executive"). All other
secretarial courses, with exception of those in specia-
lized areas such as medical or legal, are placed under
Secretarial.

o Few courses were coded under Typing, General Office and
Related Programs (07.07) because of the overlap with
secretarial courses under Section 07.06. The subsections
on Typing (07.0710) and Glerk-Typist (07.0702), however,
do contain courses and should, therefore, not be over-
looked by coders.

Similar Courses jja Lizte re.12 ,Sections

None.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

Refer tO CIP Section 06 (Businete).
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CIP SECTION: Marketing and Distribution (08)

PANELIST: Dr. Robert Holland
Associate Professor of Business
The George Washington University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interiaretation gja agtkati

o The section on Marketing_And Distribution (08) breaks
down the general Curriculum into many specialized aub=
sections. ThiS leVOl_of specialization did not reflett
the programs Offered by the sample of schools utilited.
Hence, many of thete Subsections contain no courteS.

Similar Courses in

. None;

M2X1 LIE Sectioms

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

Refer to CIP Section 06 (Business).
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CIP SECTION: Communications (09)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interoretation gja Ltssjau

o Courses dealing with the business7side of advertiaihg
are coded under Advertising (09;02); while those
addreaaitig Advertising illustration are placed under
Commercial Art (480203).

§imilar courads- j More giE $ections

None.
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CIP SECTION: Communications Technology (10)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretationi 21 gIE SeCtion

None.

Similar Courses la igk kg More gIE Sections

o The distinction drawn between Photographic Technology
(10.0103)_and Commercial PhotograpbY (48.0204) or_
Photography (50.0605) is based on the oblective of
the specific curriculum. Courses under Photographià
Technology prepare technicians for uses of photography
in specialized communication fields; courses in the
two other curricula are oriented toward the artistic
uses of photography.
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CIP SECTION: Computer and Information Sciences (11)

PANELIST: Dr. Richare. Austing
Associate Professor of Computer Science
Center for Adult Education
University of Maryland

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Itterbtetation 5ection

o The descriptors pro7ided by CIP for ths section on
Computer and Information Sciences (11) were not
representative of the breakdoWn of courses found in the
sample of schools. Dr. Autting's interpretations of the
descriptors to conform more closely with actual college
curricula in this area are given below.

o Computer and Information Sciences, General (11.01) is -

interpreted as covering four-year computer science
curriculum to include artificial intelligence, graphics,
organization and architecture of computer systems,
programming languages and software engineering, theory
of computing, data base design, and numerical analysis.

o Computer Programming (11.02) includes courses whose
primary goal is programming (often lower-level courses
in the computer science curriculum--reference Section
11.01).

o Courses under Data Processing (11.0) rxe found in one-
or two-year programs leading to entry-'.evel programming,
data entry, computer operation, and otver business-
rslated areas.

o Co=seb coded under Information $ciettet add Systems
(11.04) lead to a four-year degree it bUtineSS informa-
tion systems and include systems analysis, system design,
data base implementation; management* organizational
COnd#rna, and office automation.

o Systeis Analysis (11.05) would inClUde AdVanced courses
leading to an information_systetS degree (reference
SectiOA 11.04); This section it left empty because
in CSPEC course level as not a ceding factor;

21.miler Courses in TH2 2.t &re gig Sections
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o Similarly-titled courses are found in both Computer
And Information Sciences (11)_and Computer Engineering
(14.09). As a general rule of thumb, the courses coded
in the Computer Engineering Section are more technically-
oriented. To further assist coders, however, the Section
in which such courses should be placed is identified in
the course title. Coders should refer to the School
catalog to ascertain which department or instructional
program area is offering the course prior to making a
coding decision.

o Similarly-titled courses are also found in Computer and
Information Sciences (II), Business (06), Business and
Office (07), and Marketing and Distribution (08). The
section in which these courses should be placed is
identified in the course title. Coders should refer to
the school catalog to ascertain which department or in-
structional program area is offering the course prior to
making a coding decision.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

None.
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CIP SECTION: Consumer, Personal and Miscellaneous Services (12)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation gf LIE SeCtion

o The distinction drawn between DMpiring (12.0204) and
Coaching (13.1314) is as follows: Umpiring prepares
individuals to officiate athletic games, while coaching
prepares an instructor to improve game performance of
athletes.

Similar Courzes it Ikt gr More CIP Sections

None.
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CIP SECTION: Education (13)

PANELIST: Dr. Robert F. Carbone
Professor of Higher and Adult Education
University of Maryland

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation gf OE Sectiou

o The distinction between Curriculum and Instruction_
(13.03), Weather Education, General PrograMS (13.12),
and Teadher Education, Specific Subject Areas (13.13)
is drawn-as follows: Courses under Curriculum and
Instruction cover ways of developing actual curricula;
Teadher Education courses, on the other hand, emphasize
how to teach rather than the material or planned curri-
cula used to teach.

o Courses preparing students to work at ektension agents
are coded under Agricultural Educatian (13.13). Coders
should note that not_every school offers extension educa-
tion courses in the education department. Some offer the
program in the apiculture department.

o Many educators make a distinction between junior high
education and middle school education. Junior high
Schools typically offer instruction to students in grades
Seven through nine, while middle Schools educate students
in grades five through nine. Since CIP does not make
such a distinction, courses related to both types are
coded in Junior High Education (13.1203).

o The distinction among Industrial Arts Education
(13.1309), Technical Education (13.1319), and Trade and
Technical Education (13.1320) is as follows: The
Industrial Arta Education program is typically meant
to prepare instructors to teach students skills for
personal use rather than for career training. The
differences between Technical Education and Trade and
Technical is more nebulous and,_under CSPEC, courses
are coded according to whether they emphasized specific
technical training or more general industrial/occupa-
tional training. Coders are advised to check the school
catalog for course descriptions and the department
offering the course prior to making a final coding
decision.

Similar Courses in §:k Mere, gIE Sections

None.



ADD/T/ONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, /F ANY:

o Dr. Carbone considered many of the courses in the sample
to be on the graduate level, although they were found in
undergraduate programs. /t would appear, therefore, that
what at one school would be considered a upper-level
undergraduate cou7se would at another be a graduate
course.

Education and ReStardli (13.06) is not an area typical to
undergraduate programs

o Dr. Carbone did not view Education, General (13.01)
useful for coding purposes.



CIP SECTION: Engineering (14)

PANELIST: Dr. James L. Hoerner
Associate Professor of Education
Virginia Tech Graduate Center
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation a gig Section

o It is important that the coder reference the school
catalog to ascertain which engineering department is
offering the course to be coded. Given the highly
technical nature of engineering courses, it is difficult
for a coder vith a non-engineering background to code
courses in this area based on course title or description
alone.

Similar Courses in /1/2 az More gig Sections

o Similarly-zitled courses may be found across the follow-
ing CIP Sections:

- Among the subsections under Engineering (14).

- Between Engineering (14) and Engineering
Technology (15).

- BetWeen Engineering (15) and_other non-
Engineering CIP Sections. Ch_prithe example of
thts_Would be those sectionS_dealing_with
Architecture, including Architectural Engineer-
ing (14.04), Architectural_TeChnologies
(15.01), Architectural Drafting (48.0102), and
Architecture (04;02).)

In all such cases, the seCtidh ih *ibid.' these courses
Should be Placed is identified in the COurse titIe to
assist coders. Coders should refer tO the school catalog
to ascertain Which_department Of_inatruction is offering
the course prior to mAking A coding Selection.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

o Dr. Hoerner commented that the current breakdown of
coding areas in CIP (and thus the CSPEC) appears to be
adequate, and that a national sample would fill those
areas currently having a low number of courses. He esti-
mated, however, that as new technologies are developed,
there will be a need for new categories.
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CIP SECTION:

PANELISTS:

Engineering and Engineering-Related
Technologies (15)

Dr. Philip L. Brach
Dean, College of Physical Science,
Engineering and Technology
University of the District of Columbia

Dr. James L. Hoerner
Associate Professor of Education
Virginia Tech Graduate Center
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Intettretation a au 5ection

o It is important_that the coder reference the school
catalog to accertain which engineering department is
offering the course to be coded. Given the highly
technical nature of engineering courses, it is difficult
for a coder with a non-engineering background to code
courses in this area based on course title or description
aIone.

Sind. lar Courses in 122 gt More fen geCrions

Similarly-titled courses may be found in Engineering and
Engineering-Related Technologies (15) and Engineering
(14) or other non-engineering_CIP sections. In such
cases, the section in which these courses should be
placed is identified in the course title to assist
coders. Coders should refer to the school catalog to
ascertain which department of instruction is offering
the course prior to making a coding decision.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

o Dr. Hoerner commented that the current division of
Engineering Technology areas in the CIP (and thus the
CSPEC) is adequate and that a nationel sample would fill
those areas that currently have low numbers of courses.
He estimated, however, that with the development of new
technologies, new categories will have to be added.
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CIP SECTION: Foreign Languages (16)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Znterpretation 2 rezi §Agtign

None.

§imilar Courses in Vck sit lb= an Sections

o Civilicatioh courses are found under Fereigh Languages
(16), Area and Ethnic Studies(05), and Hidtery (45.08).
The SeCtien in which such courses should be Coded are
identified in the course title. CoderS ShoUld refer to
the schOol_catalog to ascertain which department is
offering the course prior to making a -coding decision;

o Literature courses appear under both Foreign Languages
(16) and Letters (23). The section in which such courses
should be coded are identified in the course title.
Coders should refer to the school catalog to ascertain
which department is offering the course prior to making
a coding selection.



CIP SECTION: Allied Health (17)

PANELIST: Dr. Louis Albert
Director of Professional Services
American Association for Higher Education

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretatlen 91= Section

The section entitled Animal Technology (17.0501) contains
courses which, at some schoolsi_might fall under programs
in Veterinarian Assisting_(17.0512), Veterinarian Aide
(17.0511), or Clinical Animal Technology (17.0303). The
courses found in the CSPEC sample were not adequately
specialized to warrant individual categories and all such
courses are coded under Animal Technology.

o Courses coded under Occupational Therapy (17;0807)
include those which, at some schools, might be under
instructional program areas Called Occupational Therapy
Assisting (17.0808) or OcCupational Therapy Aide
(17.0809).

Courses coded under Physical Therapy &misting (17.0815)
include those which, at some schools, might be under
instructional program areas called Physical Therapy
(17.0813) or Physical Therapy Aide (17.0814).

Similar Courses in Doct Mgad gIE Aficti2na

None.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

Dr. Albert noted that the CIP distinction between Allied
Health and Health Sciences is vague and makes coding
postsecondary courses difficult.

o Dr. Albert suggested that Speech Pathology (18.0103) and
Nursing (18.11)_would be more appropriately placed under
the Allied Health area (17) than under Health Sciences
(18).
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CIP SECTION: Health Sciences (18)

PANELIST: Dr. Louis Albert
Director of Professional Services
AmeTican Association for Higher Education

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Internretat19n Di 2IE SettiOn

o All audiology and speech pathology courses are coded
under Speech Pathology/Audiology (18.0103), in lieu
of utilizing Audiology (18.0101) or Speech Pathology
(18.0102).

o Dentistry is not an undergraduate prograM. Therefore,
the section on Dentistry (18.04) containt no Courses.

o Medicine is not an undergraduate program. Therefore,
the section on Medicine (18.10) contains no courses.

Similar Coutbel TE2 saz Secti9n4

None.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS; IF ANY

Refer to Allied Health (17).
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CIP SECTION: Home Economics (19)

PANELIST: Dr. John R. Beaton
Professor of Food, Nutrition and Institution
Administration
Dean of the College of Human Ecology
University of Maryland

and
Dr. Helen Grove
Alexandria, Virginia

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Intergrffitatton obr, §ectiou

o Dr. Grove clarified the distinction between Home
Economics (19) and Vocational Home Economics (20) as
follows:

HOMO Economics prepares prOfeSaionals to work with
bUsiness, industry, human Services, and other
Organizations;

Vocational. Homo Ectitkiiii64 prepares instructora to
teach in high school_todationaI home econotics
programs (preparingbigh school students for____
employment rather than to enhance personal Skills).

Similar Coursga 11:12 g More CIE -.Sections

o Dr. Grove pointed out that in a curriculum such as Home
Economics "extensive duplication of course listings is
essential" when areas such as dietetics, human nutrition,
and food science naturally overlap in some ways. Siricethere are thus similarly-titled_courses_in two or more
subsections of Home Economics, the sectiona in which
these courses should be placed_is identified in the
course title. Coders should refer to the school catalog
to ascertain more precisely which Home Economics programis offering the course prior to making a coding selec-
tion.
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ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IP ANY:

Dr. Beaton recommended that since Consumer Science
(19.0402) and Family Economics (19.0403) are essentially
the same, these sections should be merged.

o Dr. Grove judged that Home Economics, General (19.01)
would not be statistically useful to analysts since very
few courses merit coding in this area.

o Dr. Grove indicated that the heaVy_COndentration of
dOurses in Fashion Design (19.0902) in the CSPEC vas
unusual sifice the more prevalent pattern is to have a
larger_nuMber courses focusing On Tettiles and Clothing
(19,0901, 190903; 19;0904) with only a few specialized
faShiOn design courses;

o Dr. Beaton suggested the addition of a Fashion
merehAnettAing category to Home Economics (20). Currently
the CIP places these courses dealing with fashion
merchandising in Marketing and Distribution (08).

o Dr; Grove_suggested the inClUSien. within Home_Economicos
(20) of_sections on InteriOr Design (with a different
emphasis_than the Interier Design program listed under
04;05);_Rotei/Motel Management (currently coded Under
06;0701); and Restaurant Management (currently coded
under 06.0704).

o Dr. Grove was not entirely satisfied with the_accuracy of
the representation provided by CSPEC of Home Economics
courses. _She stated that the CIP taxonomy causes some
problems for classifying postsecondary courses, but that
the sample of courses might also be at fault.

o Dr. Beaton suggested that a course on Housing Issues and
Prospects should be included in the Home Economics curri-
culum under Human Environment and Housing (19.06). This
course covers social and economic istues associated with
production, consumption, and regulation of housing. With
the current version of CSPEC, this courSe_would be coded
under the 8-digit unique code for "Miscellaneous"
courses.



CIP SECTION: Vocational Home Economics (20)

PANELIST: Dr. John R. Beaton
Professor of Food, Nutrition and Institution
Administration
Dean of the College of Human Ecology
University of Maryland

and
Dr. Helen Grove
Alexandria, Virginia

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

interpretatior Q CIP stgli2u
Dr. Grove clarified the distinction between Home
Economics (19) and Vocational Home Economics (20) as
follows:

HOMO Economics prepares professionalS to work with
buSiness, industry, human serVidde and other
Organizations;

Vocational Nene NcoMmeide prepares instructors to
teadh in high schoolvocational hOthe economics
programs (preparing_ high sdhool students for
aMployment rather than to ehhande personal skills).

Similar Courses in Izo agra fat §-actions

o Dr. Grove pointed out that in a curriculum such as Home
Economics "extensivs duplication of course listings J.9
essential* when areal Such as dietetics,_human nutrition,
and_food science naturally overlap in some ways. Since
there are thus similarly-titled courses in two or more
subsections of Homa Economics, the sections in Which
these courses Should be placed ie tdentified in the
course title. CoderS should refer to the school catalog
to ascertain more precisely which Home Economics program
is offering the course prior to making a coding selec=tion.

3 6
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ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

o Dr. Beaton recommended the addition of a new category
to the CIP Vocational Home Economics (20) section to
be entitled Textile Design (not related to Fashion
Design). This category would include textile construe.
tion courses. The CSPEC which is based on the CIP places
courses in textile construction under Clothing and
Textiles (20.0103). Dr. Beaton indicated the following
courses presently in the CSPEC would be more appropri-
ately coded under the new Textile Design category:

Computer Graphics in Textile Design
Creative Principles of Textile Design
Decorative Fabrics
Design for Knitted Fabrics
Experimental Screen Printing in Textile Design
History of Textiles
Lace and Embroidery Design
Painted Woven Design
Portfolio Collection for the Textile Designer
Printed Fabrics
Printing for Fabrics
Rug and Tapestry Weaving in Textile Design
Screen Printing: Scarves
Studio Practices in Textile Design
Surface Design? Advanced Wancoverings
Surface Design: Bedroom/Bathroom
Surface Design: Introduction to Fiberarts
Surface Design: Kitchen/Dining Room
Surface Design: Print Media Graphics
Surface Design: Printed Rugs and Carpeting
Textile Design
Woven Design



CIP SECTION: Industrial Arts (21)

PANELIST: Dr. Donald Maley
Professor and Department Chairman,
Industrial Education
University of Maryland

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND MIR RESOLUTION:

iurazzurittatsuagi au section

o Dr. Maley drew the distinction between Industrial Arts
(21) and Vocational Education (such as the CIP sections
on Construction Trades (46), Mechanics and Repairers
(47) and Precision Production (48)) as follows:

Industrial ArtA/TeChnology Education encompasses
the phase of general education which deald with
technology, its development, utilization and
significance, and with industry, its organization,
products, processes, and materials, as well as the
problems and benefits resulting from an industrial
society.

Mbcational Education is a form of education which
enables the student to enter into gainful employ-
ment, and to progress in that endeavor.

o Dr. Maley advised that the category Graphic Arts
(21.0106) has been broadened and is now generally
referred to as "Graphic Communications."

Similar CourseS in Iitt gx:mgm au Sections

Similarly-titled courses are found under the Industrial
Arts subsection, Construction (21.0102), and Construction
Trades (46). The section in which such courses should be
placed is identified in the course title. Coders should
refer to the school catalog to ascertain which department
or program is offering the course prior to making a
coding selection.
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Similarly-titled courses are found under the Industrial
Arts subsection, Drafting and Design (21.0103), Drafting
(48.01) and Drafting and Design Technology (15.0202).
The section in which such courses should be placed is
identified in the course title. Coders should refer to
the school catalog to ascertain which department or
program is offering the course prior to making a coding
selection.

Similarly-titled courses are found under the Industrial
Arts subsection,Electricity/Electronics (21.0104,
Electrical and Electronic Technologies (15.03), Electri-
cal, Electronics and Communications Engineering (14.10),
and Electrical and Electronics Equipment Repair (47.01).
The section in which such courses should be placed is
identified in the course title. Coders should refer to
the school catalog to ascertain which department or
program is offering the course prior to making a coding
selection.

o Similarly=titled courses are found under the Industrial
Arts subsection, Graphic Arts (21.0106), Graphic and_
Printing Communications (48.02), Graphic Artit TeChnology
(50.0801), and Graphia Design (50.0402). The section in
which such courees should be placed is identified in the
course title. Coders should refer to the School catalog
to ascertain which department or program is offering the
course prior to making a coding selection.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

o Given the distinction drawn between Industrial Arts
Education and Vocational Wucation, Dr. Maley believed
the following courses currently under the Industrial
Arts section were not appropriate to that curriculum:

Commercial Building__
Heating and_Air Conditioning
Mechanical Systeme

We note that these courses' were coded under Industrie'.
Arts because they_ appeared Under the Industrial Arts
program at the schools in the CSPEC sample;

Dr. Maley's was of the view that uniformity in course
offerings among posttecondary institutions needs to be
achieved in the industrial arts education profession.
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CIP SECTION: Letters (23)

PANELIST: Dr. Donald Gallehr
English Department
George Mason University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation :a= Settien

o Dr. Gallehr indicated that Comparative Llteratute
(23.03) usually refers to European, Oriental, and other
foreign authors only, not to include English or kmerican
writers. The CIP definition of this section, however,
covers literature dealing with selected themes and
periods of time, as well as language source. Hence,
English and American authors falling into these areas are
currently coded under this section.

O Nele that journalism courses are ceded under a specific
CIP area entitled Journalism (09.04).

o CIP defines the section; Letters;_General (23.01), as
"the_Akills and techniques essettial_to learning the
Englith language." _This definition_dees not clearly
indicate whether general or retedial Courses are both
Should be coded under the sectiOn._ In the CSPEC; all
remedial courses, including thoSe in English, are coded
under Baiic Skills (32).

Similar Courses ta Mg gr Nore CIP Settieta

o Similarly-titled courses are found under Classics
(23.02), Classical Greek (16.0601) and Latin (16.0903).
The section in which such courses should be placed is
identified in the course title. Coders should refer to
the school catalog to ascertain which department or
program is offering the course prior to making a coding
selection.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

None.
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CIP SECTION: Liberal/General Studies (24)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretatima sectiou

o Note that this section was used for coding only when a
school catalog specifically identified a course as one
belonging to liberal or general studies and thus
not a part of any specific degree program.

§itilet Courses in "En gx More, CIP Sectibms

None.
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CIP SECTION: Library and Archival Sciences (25)

PANELIST: Naomi C. Broering, MIS, MA
Medical Center Librarian
Georgetown University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretatioh az Sectioh

None.

Similar CbUttea 1E2 MI= rag Sect-tont

None.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

Ms. Broering commented that library degree programs
should always include theoretical subjects with heavy
concentration on instructions and applications
coursework.

o MS. Broering agreed With the CIP differentiation_between
libraries, archives, and museums and_found the_CIP
curriculum breakdoWn in the area of Library Science
"quite comprehensive."
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CIP SECTION: Life Sciences.(26)

PANELIST: Dr. David L. Atkins
Professor and Department Chairman of Biology
The George Washington University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation gl glZ SeCtiön

None.

Similar Cour Aps A?1 Ns= ZU Sections

None.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

o Dr. Atkins expressed some reservation regarding several
of the classes coded under Neurosciences (26.0608),
although all courses coded in this section Imre offered
by the biology departments of the schools in the CSPEC
sample. He believed that the following courses in
particular may have been more appropriately placed under
Physiological Psychology (42.11):

Biology_of_Behavior_Disorders (26;060801)
Brain and Behavior Neuroiaiences (26.060802)
Language and the Brain (26;060805)
Neural Mechanisms of_Learning (26.0807)
Psychobiology (26.060811)

o Dr. Atkins recommended renaming the section, Zoology,
General. (26.0701), "Organismic Zoology" to encompass
all organisms rather than solely humans and animals.
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o Dr. Atkins suggested the elevation of Genetics (26.0703)
to major category status since it has become a prominent
area of the Life Sciences. The classes currently coded
in the CSPEC that he would place in this new category
would be the following:

Advanced Genetics (26.010102)
Cytogenetics in Biology (26.010107)
Experimental Genetics (26.010110)
Genetics (26.010113)
Physiological Genetics (26.010118)
Genetic Engineering <26.020116)
Plant Genetics (26.030401)
Molecular Genetics (26.040205)
Structure and ftnction of Euraryotic Chromosomes

(26.040206)
Bacterial Genetics (26.050103)
Genetics and Development in Animals (26.070301)
Human Genetics (26.070302)

o Dr. Atkins believed the C/P section on Life Sciences
would be improved if the following combinations of
subsections were made as they represent essential"
identical areas or contain similar courses:

Microbiology (26.0501) and Bacteriology (26.0302)
ToxicolOgy_(26.0612) and Pharmacology (26.0705)
Pathology (26.0704) and Parasitology (26.0610)
Biochemistry and Biophysics (26.0201) and Moledular

Biology (26.0302)



CIP SECTION: Mathematics (27)

PANELIST: Dr. Robert L. Gluckstern
Professor of Physics and Astronomy
University of Maryland

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation al CIE legtjan

o Under Pure Mathematics (26.0401), each level of Calculus
was given a unique course code, as each addressed a
unique and different mathematical area, as follows:

CaltUlus I (27040111) - Ittroductoty, Elementary
CaltUlUS II (27;040112) - Analytical
Caltulus III (27;040113) - Multivariete
Calculua IV (27.040114) - Differential Equations

o Dr. Gluckstern drew the distinction between Matheuatics,
General (27.01) and Pure Mathematics (27.04) as follows:
Mathematics, General includes elementary courses, while
Pure Mathematics covers a variety of advanced
specialties.

Simiaar Ctitittea j TE2 gx More CIP Secttoba

o Similarly-titled courses are found under Statistics
(27.05) and a number of other disciplines, such as
business and education. The sections in which these
courses should be placed are identified in the course
title. Coders should refer to the school catalog to
ascertain which department or degree program is offering
the course prior to making a coding selection.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY

Dr. Gluckstern believed that the category, Pure Mathe-
matics (27.04) was much too broad, and it might be
worthwhile to split it into different, more specific areas.



CIP SECTION: Multi/Interdisciplinary Studies (30)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation sze fag Section

o With the exception of Women's Studies (30.07), courses
were coded under MUlti/Interdisciplinmry Studies only
when the school catalog specifically identified them as
multidisciplinary and not part of a specific degree
program. These courses are generally meant to complement
or enrich a student's education.

All courses focusing expressly on women were coded under
Women's Studies (30.07) irregardless of the school
departmert offering the course.

Similar Courses In 1E2 gt KOre rcIE Seetiens

None.
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CIP SECTION: Basic Skills (32)

PANELIST: Dr. John R. Beaton
Professor of Food, Nutrition and Institution
Administration
Dean of the College of Human Ecology
University of Maryland

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND MIR RESOLUTION:

Ititersiretation gir /eau=

o Courses coded_under Beide Skills (32) are remedial or
those identified_as needed by students in order tO reach
college7level_ability in a particular subject area.
Included in this category are special courses_for
international stUdents. Since it is often diffiCUlt to
determine Whether a course is remedial from itS title,
coders are cautioned to check the school catalog's
description of the course prior to selecting_a code. A__
good indicator that a course_is remedial LA if no credit
hours toward a degree are given for its completion.,

Similar Courses in ikg More gu Sections

None.

ADDITIONAL PANEL/ST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

None.



CIP SECTION: Health-Related Activities (34)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

IDgIrREWWWM2 a aLt Section

The CIP section on Health Enhancement Practices
(34.0103) may be easily confused with Sports/Physical
Education (36.0108). The physical activities coded
under Health Enhancement Practices specifically relate to
assisting an individual in improving his physical and
emotional wellbeing and include such courses as:

Aerobics (34.010301)
Body Conditioning (34.010303)
Weight Training (34.010311)
Jazz Exercise (34.010305)
Jogging and Calisthenics (34.010306)

Similar Courses In /2/2 gx Mork Q $ections

None.



CIP SECTION: Leisure and Recreational Activities (36)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Tnterpretation au Section

The CIP section on Health Enhancement Practices
(34.0103) may be easily confused with Sports/Physical
Education (36.0108). The physical activities coded
under Health Enhancement Practices specifically relate to
assisting an individual in improving his physical and
emotional wellbeing and include such courses as:

Aerobics_ _ (34.010301)
Body_ Conditioning (34.010303)
Weight Training (34.010311)
4azz_ExercitéS__ (34.010305)
Jogging and Calisthenics (34.010306)

4imi1ar Courses in 11271a CIP Asatigna

Similarlytitled courses are found in both Sportsi!
PhYsicel Education (36.0108) and Physical Education,
(13.1314). The former represent participatory courses
for all students; the latter Are geared toward prospec-
tive physical education teachers. For such courses,
the section in which they should he placed is_identified
in the course title. Codert should refer to the school
catalog to ascertain which department or degree program
offers the course prior to making a coding selection.



CIP SECTION: Philosophy and Religion (38)

PANELIST: Dr. Jesse Mann
Professor of Philosophy
Georgetown University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation 2f reu section

None.

Similar Courses 1g Igg gg /Rite GIE Sections

o The_"Philosophy of" a specific_disciplite often Appears
in different sections of the CSPEC The tectionin which
such courses should be placed_is_ identified in_the course
title. _Coders_should refer_to_the school Catalog to
ascertain Which department or degree progtait is offering
the cOUtte prior to making a coding aelettiön.

o Similarly-titled courses are found both under Religion
(38.0201) ,and Theology (39). The section in which these
courtes should be_pIaced is tdantified in the course
title. Coders should refer to the School catalog to
ascertain which department or degree program is offering
the course Prior to making a coding selection.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

o Dr. Mann suggested that the following_courses missing
from the CSPEC are offered in a growing number of
philosophy degree programs: Philosophy and Public
Policy, the Philosophy of Hume and DesCartes, and Ethics
and the Media (focusing on ethical problems such as
invasion of privacy, censorship, and confidentiality
encountered in the media_. With the current version of
CSPEC, these courses would be coded under the 8-digit
unique code for "Miscellaneous" courses.



CIP SECTION: Theology (39)

PANELIST: Dr. Jesse Mann
Professor of Philosophy
Georgetown University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation a rag Section

None.

§imilar Courses In pm sax More glg SettiOnt

Similarly-titled coUrses Are ftiOnd both under Religion
(38;0201) and Theology (39).The_Section in Which these
courses should be placed_it identified in the course
title; Coders shsuld refer to_the school catalog to
ascertain Which department be degree program is offering
the course prior to coding Selection.

o Dr; Mann cautionild that at some religious institutions
almost all_tdUrtet WAVE, the term "Christian" in their
title, althOUgh thiliyinAy be offered under a department
or_degree ptetti)-1 Other than theology; Coders should
refer to SChtiol catalogs to verify the correct coding of
courseS at auth sChOoli.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY

None.
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CIP SECTION: Physical Sciences (40)

CIP SUBSECTION: Astronomy (40.02)
Astrophysics (40.03)
Physics (40.08)

PANELIST: Dr. Robert L. Gluckstern
Professor of Physics and Astronomy
University of Maryland

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

kiterpretetion 21 gig Section

None.

Sitalar Courses in IX2 More Q -$CtionS

None.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

o Dr. Gluckstern expressed surprise that more courses had
not been found in the CSPEC sample to code under
Fluids and Plasmas (40.0805).
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CIP SECTION: Life Sciences (40)

CIP SUBSECTION: Chemistry (40.05)

PANELIST: Dr. Theodore Perros
Professor and Chairman of the Department of Chemistry
The George Washington University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interim= Ian a au Seetiet

o Dr. Perros indicated that Pfiarmaceutical Cheiistry
(40.0505) is a graduate level program. Hence, no courses
are coded in this category for the CSPEC.

No specific section is designated by the CIP for courses
in Nuclear Chemistry. Courses in this area are coded
under Chemistry, Other (40.0599) for the purposes of the
CSPEC.

Similar COUrses j Nora relE §ections

o Dr. Perros noted that some courses could be coded either
of two ways depending on the focus of the subject matter.
Without knowing the emphasis of the course, coding
decisions become arbitrary. FOr example, Electro-
chemistry (40.050604) could be placed under Analytical
Cheiistry (40.0502) or Physical Chemistry (40.0506),
depending upon the extent to which theory was emphasized.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

Dr; Perros recommended the-splitting of large areas,_SuCh
as Chemistry, inte smaller subdivisions to improve the
coding process. However, he cautioned that thiS_WOUld
also lead to Mere cases where one course might fit into
several areat. The trade-off would have to be Carefully
analyzed before Changing the current categoriZAtion.
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CIP SECTION: Science Technologies (41)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation a §ection

None.

SiMilar Courses in 1E2 2X More, ar Sections

o Science Technologists are trained to assist scientists
and engineers: Similarly-titled courses are found under
Science Technologies (41) and under Physical Sciences
(40). The section in which such'courgeS should be_placed
is identified in the course title. The coder should
refer to the school catalog to ascertain which department
or degree program is offering the course prior to making
a coding decision.



CIP SECTION: Psychology (42)

PANELIST: Dr. C. James Scheirer
Health Science Administrator
National Institutes of Health

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

InteroretatioA a rag SoCtion

None.

Similar Courset j ita saz More, DIE SectiotS

o Statistics for Psychology is distinct from Mathematical
Statistics and is coded under Quantitative Psychology
(42.15).

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

o Dr. Scheirer suggested that the following CIP sections
are similar enough to be grouped together for coding
purposes:

Clinical Psychology (42.02), Community Psychology
(42.04), and Counseling Psychology (42.06).

Personality Psychology (42.10) and Social Psychology
(42.16).

Physiological Psychology (42.11) and Psychopharma-
cology (42.14).

o Dr. Scheirer also indicated that the following areas are
adequately represented with coursework to merit their own
separate CIP categories:

History and_Systems (cavering current toPics in
psychology from historical and theoretiCal per-
spectives).

Statistids_and Methodology (an ettiMAted 10
percent of psychology courses may fall in this area);



o Dr. Scheirer co-authored ike Undergraduate YsychoIogy
nuramamm (1984) for the American Psychological Associa-
tion which divided psychology courses into a hierarchical
system. He believed this system is more appropriate for
postsecondary course classification since it takes into
account the close relationships of certain aspects of
psychology. The cluriculum breakdown is given below.

I. Introductory

II. Experimental

A. General Experimental
B. Sensation and Perception
C. Motivation
D. Learning

E. Cognition
F. Language
G. Comparative

III. Physiological

IV. Statistics

V. Developmental

A. General Developmental
B. Child
C. Adolescent
D. Adult
E. Aging

VI. Social/PerSonality

A. General Social
B. Personality
C. Environmental
D. Minority /ssues
E. Consumer

VII. Clinical

A. General Clinical
B. Abnormal
C. Assessment
D. Counseling
E. Sexuality
F. Community
G. Behavioral Medicine
H. Other Clinical
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VIII. IndustriaI/OrganizationaI

A. General Industrial/Organizational
B. Human Factors

IX. Adjustment/Personal Development

A. Adjustment/Personal Development
B. Human Relations
C. Personal Mental Health

X. History/Systems

XI. Educational Psychology

XII. Special Topics

XIII. Seminar Courses

XIV. Other
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CIP SECTION: Protective Services (43)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation a gig fizatisma

o Correctional Administration (43.0101) includes courses
providing instruction in jail/institution management.

o Corrections (43.0102) inoludes cotrses providing instruc-
tion in the practices/methods of incarceration and
rehabilitation of criminal offenders.

No courses were c:Ided Under Criminal Justice AdminiStra=
tion (43.0103) 0 it_teaS determined that this CIP teCtion
overlapped with Law EnforCement (43.0107).

o Courses coded under Criminal Justice Studies (43.0104)
describe the criminal justice system, and its laws,
theories and problems. This section is more general than
the other subsections under Protective Services.

o Criminal Justice TeChnology (43.0105) inclUdeS Courses
providing_instruction in the methods and toolS of
criminal investigation;

o Courses coded under Forensic Studies (43.0107) provide
instruction in the medical factors of legal problems.

LaW EnfOrCement (43;0107) includeS courses providing
instrudtion in police operationt and methods;

o Law Enforcement Administration (43.0108) includes courses
providing instruction in police supervision and manage-
ment.

o Coders have experienced confusion betweeu the CIP section
on Protective Services (43) and that on Criminology
(45.04). The latter focuses the social aspects of crime
and rehabil:tation of offenders. Protective Services
includes coursework providing instruction on the methods
of combating and rehabilitating criminals.



CIP SECTION: Public Affairs (44)

CIP SUBSECTION: Public Affairs, General (44.01)
Comr-nity Services (44.02)
International Public Service (44.03)
PaIic Administration (44.04)
Public Policy Studies (44.05)
Public Works (44.06)

PANELIST: Dr. Valery Earle
Professor of Political Science
Georgetown University.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation ttt au §ection

o Few courses were coded tn the abave-listed subsections
since these curricula tend to be graduate-level programs.

Wail= Courses In IN2 HUI LIZ SM112131

None.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

None.
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CIP SECTION: Public Affairs (44)

CIP SUBSECTION: Social Work (44.07)

PANELIST: Dr. C. Joseph Nuesse
Provost Emeritus of Sociology
Catholic University of America

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Intervretation a gu Sidtion

None.

Similar Courses j.

None.

Sections

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

o Dr. Nuesse noted that Mbdical Social Work (44;0702)
Should not be considered as a_separate category from
Social Work, General_(44.0701). He believed that the
nuMber and variety of dtitirses in the CSPEC under Social
Work constitute "premature professionalization."
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7HE SOCIAL SCIENCES (45)

The Social Sciences section is unusual because at least 10 of its 12
subsections represent major curriculum programs at the postsecondary level.
The subsections comprising Social Sciences comprise the following:

Social Sciences, General (45.0101)
Anthropology (45.0201)
Archeology (45.0301)
Criminology (45.0401)
Demography (45.0501)
Economics (45.0601)
Geography (45.0701)
History (45.0801)
International Relations (45.0901)
Political Science and Government (45.1001)
Sociology (45.1101)
Urban Studies (45.1201)

t.pecifitt cases, History,_International_Relations and
.1 Stietce, the total unique courses found in the sample catalogs

the 100 allotted spaces under each program. As a result, ASI
,x.z. found it necessary to list_unique courses under more general titles
desdritit6tis. For example, African Nistory was designated as a unique

course with Alternate titles including the hittory of different AfricanregionS and countries.



CIP SECTION: Social Sciences (45)

CIP SUBUCTION: Social Sciences, General (45.01)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interureta-ion gja 222_than

o This subsection offers a general Social Science
curriculum and draws courses from other curriculum
programs, such as mathematics. In cases of similarly-
titled courses, the section in which the course should
be placed is identified in the course title. Coders
should refer to the school catalog to ascertain which
department or degree program is offering the course
prior to making a coding decision.

similar Courses in 2E2: 2X rd2X1 au Sections

None.
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CIP SECTION: Social Sciences (45)

C/P SUBSECTION: Anthropology (45.0201)

PANELIST: NONE

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation sag rat Section

None.

CotirSes jn Vjo Wire az lostiana

o Similarly=titled COUrses are found in both AnthropOlOgy
(45.02) and_Arda And Ethnic Studies (05). In geherali
Ethnic Studitig fOCUS on the history; societyi ooliticsi
culture and ecOneMics of a specific race._ Anthropology
places greater iMphasis on the culture_and_social
characteriatids of a people. The_section in whido these
courses shOUld be placed is identified in the course
title. _Coderi should refer to the School catalog to
ascertain which department or degree program is offering
the Courile prior to making a codin4 sole&-icn.
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CIP SECTION: Social Sciences (45)

CIP SUBSECTION: Criminology (45.04)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEM ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation a gut skatom

None.

5imi1ar Court-et j V.2 112x1 gig Sectidnt

o Codert have experienced confusion between the CIP section
on Protective Services (43) and that on Criminology
(45.04). The latter_focuses . the social aspects of
crime and rehabilitation of offenders. Protective
Services includes coursework providing instruction on
the methods of combating akld rehabilitating criminals.
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CIP SECTION: Social Sciences (45)

CIP SUBSECTION: Economics (45.06)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation of 02, Section

Similarly-titled courses are ftund in both Economics
(45.06) and Business (06). The section in which these .

courses should be placed is iAentified in the course
title. Coders should refer to the school catalog to
ascertain which department or degree_program is offering
the course prior to making a coding selection.

51milar Courses In IX2 gx Mote nu Seetions

None.
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CIP SECTION: Social Sciences (45)

CIP SUBSECTION: History (45.08)

PANELIST: Dr. Dorothy Brown
Department of History
Georgetown University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Ittetttetation a §.1E Section

o Courses dealing with Women's History are coded under
Womma's Studies (30.07).

. _

o CIP assigns one coda number (45.08) for the curri-
culum program in History, thereby allowing only
a total of 100 slots for courses with unique 8-digit
codes. Given the large number of postsecondary courSes
in the History curriculum, Dr. Brown merged courses with
similar themes (rather than similar course content) under
the unique 8-digit codas to stay within the CSPEC size
restriction. To Assist ASI coders, she developed major
categories for an initial grouping of courses,_which
served as a basis for_selecting subgroups for 8-digit
codes based on general theme. These categories are given
below.

(1) United States History
(2) Latin Atherican History
(3) Afridan History
(4) Middle EAStern History
(5) East ASian History
(6) Ancient_History_
(7) Medieval History
(0) European History
(9) General History/Historiography

An example of the theme approach te Coding is "American
Secial HiStOry" (45080110). The alternate titles under
this 5-digit code include "Social HiStory of American
SCiende" and "American Ethnic Hittory."
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Similar Courses In IVA 91:N2IA au Sections

SimiIarly-titled courses are found in both History
(45.08) and Area and Ethnic Studies (05). The section in
which such courses should be placed is_identified in the
course title. Coders should refer to the school catalog
to ascertain which department or degree program is
offering the course prior to making a coding selection.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

None;



CIP SECTION: Social Sciences (45)

CIP SUBSECTION: International Relations (45.09)

PANELIST: Dr. Valery Earle
Professor of Political Science
Georgetown University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation gt fen filsTaitti

o CIP assigns only one code number (45.09) for the curri=
culum program in International Relations, thereby
allowing a total of 100 slots for courses with unique
8-digit codes. Given the large number of postaecondary
courses in the International Relations curriculumthe 8-
digit code in this area represents courses liberally
merged together by theme, rather than by similar course
content.

o CoderS have experienced difficulty in diatinguishing
between Internatioral Relations (45.09) and courses
dealing with comparative politics under Political
Science and Government (45.10). International Relations
streSses interaction among nations; courses in com-
parative politics focus on comparing the political
syStems of different countries and should be coded under
the CIP section on ;f4litical Science and Government.

SiMi ar COurses In I'M .PS More gig Sections

None.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

None.
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CIP SECTION: Social Sciences (45)

CIP SUBSECTION: Political Science and Government (45.10)

PANELIST: Dr. Valery Earle
Professor of Political Science
Georgetown University

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUT/ON:

o CIP assigns only Otis:Coda number (45;10) for the cUrri-
culum program_it PolitiCaI Science and Governmett,
thereby allowitg A total of 100 slots for courses With
unique 8=digit dödeS. Given the large nuMber of poSt-
secondary courset iii Political Science,_the 8=digit code
in this area represehts courses liberally merged
together by theme, rather than by similar course content;

o Unless a title indicates the course deals with A specific
subject matter, independent study and seminar classes are
coded under "Independent Study in Political Science"
(45.100136). For example, the code for a COUZA0 entitled
"Seminar in Political Science" is 45.100136, while
"Seminar in Political Behavior" is coded under "r,,litical
Behavior" (45.100151).

o Coders should note that, although a number of Political
Science Departments offer courses in "Criminology", the
CSPEC does such courses under Criminology (45.04) rather
than Political Science and Government (45.10).

Slmilar g4Liarafta in 32X H2r61 SattibiiS

None.

ADDITIONAL PANELIST COMMENTS, IF ANY:

None.



CIP SECTION: Mechanics and Repairers (47)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation a az fik4xiisan

None.

Similar Courses In sax Sore fen Sections

o Similarly-titled courses are found in Mechanics and
Repairers (47), Engineering (14), and Engineering
Technology (15), although the level of technical diffi-
culty And emphasis may differ. The Section in which such
courses should be placed is identified in the course
title. Coders should refer to the school catalog to
ascertain which department or degree program is offering
the course prior to making a coding selection.



CIP SECTION: Precision Production (48)

CIP SUBSECTION: Graphic and Printing Communications (48.02)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation of LTZ Section

The distinction drawn between Graphic Design <50.0402)
and Graphic and Printing Communications (48.02) is
as follows: Courses focusing on the artistic aspects of
Graphic Design are listed under Graphic Design
(50.0402); courses teaching the technical aspects of

graphics (for career preparation) are coded under
Graphic and Printing Communications (48.02). For
example, "Phototypesetting/Composing" is coded under
48.0205, whereas "Fundamentals of Lettering" is placed
under 50.0402.

o Similarly-titled courses are found under the Industrial
Arts subsection, Giaphic Arts (21,0106), Graphic and
Printing Communications (48.02), Graphic_Arts Technology
(50.08), and Graphic Design (50.0402). The section in
which stich courses should be placed is identified in the
course title. Coders should refer to the school catalog
to ascertain which department or degree program is
offering the course prior to making a coding selection.

o Similarly-titled courses are found under Commercial
Photography (48.0204), Photographic Laboratory and Dark-
room (48.0207), Photography (50.0605), and Photographic
Technology (10.0103). As a general rule of thumb, the
section on Photography emphasizes artistic_endeavors;
Photographic Laboratory and Darkroom and Photographic
Technology focus on technical applications; and
Commercial Photography on commercial uses. To assist
coders, however, the section in which such courses should
be placed is identified in the course title. Coders
should refer to the school catalog to ascertain which
department or degree program is offering the course prior
to making a coding decilton.

Sielliar Courses in Tvo or Móre CT? Sect ors

None.
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CIP SECTION: Visual and Performing Arts (50)

PANELIST: None.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND THEIR RESOLUTION:

Interpretation gni au Section

o Similar introductory classes are found under Fine Arts,
General (50.0701), Visual and Performing Arts, General
(50.01) and Art History and Appreciation (50.0703). To
avoid confusion, broad topic classes describing the
context of art, such as "Understanding of Art", are
placed under Fins Arts, General (50.0701). Classes
describing art during a specific time period, such as
"Byzantine Art", are coded in Art History and Apprecia-
tion (50.0703).

o Design courses appear in several areas throughout the
CIP, including Section 50.04 under the Visual and Per=
forming Arts. In coding this subject matter, coders
should refer to the school catalog to review the course
descriptor and ascertain which department or degree
program ii offering the course prior to making a coding
selection.

o Classes providing instrumental instruction (normally
termed "Applied Music") are coded under Music Performance
(50.0903).

Sculpture (50.0709) and Ceramics (50.0202) are over-
lapping areas and some classes involve instruction in
both sculpture and ceramics. _In these instances, the
courses were coded under Sculpture.

o Fine Arts, Other (50.0799), Graphic Arts Technology
(50.08), and Design Graphics (50.0402) overap in the
subject area of printing._ Courses coded under Design
Graphics (50.0402) cover basic lettering and graphic
design. Those placed under Fine Arts, Other (50.0799)
are printmaking as an artistic endeavor. Courses under
in Graphic Arts Technology (50.0801) provide instruction
in commercial printing techniques, such as one would
find in a publication firm.
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Similar Courses lja ax Mëi faz Sections

o Similarly-titled courses are found in both Fine Arts
(50.07) and Commercial Art (48.0203). In general,
the distinction lies in the fact that the former
emphasizes the artistic aspects of art, while the latter
focuses on the commercial aspects. The section in which
such courses should be pieced is identified in the courie
title. Coders should refer to the school catalog to
review the course descriptor and ascertain which dAwIrt-
ment or degree program offers the course prior to bleing
a coding selection.
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4.0 imam US DMZ

The primary reason for developing the CSPEC is to facilitate
statistical recearch and analyses on course-taking behavior at the
postsecondary level. An important measurement of the adequacy oE the CSPEC
in thit regard is the validity of 'the codes assigned to college courses by
individual coders using the CSPEC. To test the classification in thti
area, ASI invited five individuals (to be referred to as coders) to test
the CSPEC using actual college transcripts. Two of these coders were the
ASI Staff who originally coded the classification system; the remaining
three were local college graduates from the George Washington University
(CCU). The coders rere provided_with the materials and instruction
necessary to use the CSPEC. (ASI originally planned to obtain 100
transcripts for IC coders to test the coding system, but due to time and
budgetary constraints, the number of transcripts coded WAS reduced to 40
and the number of coders to five.) Each coder was asked to assign codes' for
courses on the same set of transcripts. The transcripts listed over 650
classes from 11 different schools.

Once the coding test was completed, the results were analyzed fergeneral results; Sample size, beth in terms of numbers of coders_and
nuMbers of transcripts, WAS insuffidient to allow indepth statisticalresults.

4.1 Test Objective

The overall objective of_the CSPEC testing was to obtain some_
indication that_a group of coders_working independently could, in feet,make a consistent appropriate dOding decision a significant rUMber of timesusing the CSPEC. Because' theetetically, there may be no one correct
coding answer,_for, the_purposei Of the test the "correct" antwer was
defirsd as that with the higheSt level of agreement_among the five coders.The level of agreement was reported as the number of codert Assigning the
same value for etch course being coded.

The majorexpectation tested concerned the greater likelihood of
obtaining the highest consensus on the first two coding digits, with coder
agreement decreasing thereafter as the number of digits indreased.

the logic of this concept is made evident by reviewing the structureof the eight-digit CSPEC code, as referenced in the diagram below.

EtEgOli

Letters 23

Classics 23.02

Classics - 23;0201

MI/ended-Greek 23.020101
& Roman Mythology
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The first tne .7''.gitit refer to tlat broad instructional CIP area. In
the Sr.irti eXAMplAr tMak two-digit section entitled "Letters" represents "a
su5Amary of grc inStructional programs that describes sound,
liXarature, ay-num, phonology, morphology, semantics, sentences, prose and
verse, as well as the development of skills and attitudes used in
communicating and evaluating thought and feelings through oral and writtenlanguage." The first four digits distinguish a subsection, such as
"Classics" which is defined by CIP as " a group of instructional programs
that describe the language and literature of the ancient Greco-Roman world
in English trantlation." The first six digitstaken together, delineate a
group of related classes within a subsection. In_thit case, the title is
also "ClassicS." Finally, the eight-digit code designates a specific
course, such as "Advanced Greek and Roman Mythology."

To test thede expectations, ASI used SPSS (Statittical Package for theSocial Sciences) to compare the frequency of agreement among the coders at
the various increasing digit intervals. SPSS was chosen because it
provides the capability of easily comparing different sections ok a complexdata set.

As a first step, ASI developed a method of comparing coder responsesagainst each other. This method was based on designating two sets of coder
responses as master sets. All other coder responses were then compared to
these sets to obtain a percentage of agreement and disagreement.

The two master sets selected were those of ASI coders. Because of
their familiarity with the CIP and CSPEC, it was assumed their chance of
miscoding courses would be substantiallr l'ss than that of the GWU coders.

The uSe of two master_sets_for cotaint purposes vas deemed__
necessary to avoid a problem inherent iu selecting only one set._ In a
situation When all other coders would agree Among themselves, but not_ with
one deSignated master, their_responses would be counted as errort_although
the level of agreement WAS high. The twe master sets approach effectivelycirtumvented this problem.

Since level of agreement was needed for different factors, all
relevant variables were coded. The factors of_interest included the coder,the school, the student, the specific course at each school, the different
components of the eight-digit code, and the source used to determine thecoda. This information WAS coded and entered into the EDS computer system
at the Department of Education, for analysis.

4;2 Identification Al A §itmole a school Transcripts

The transcript sample used in the test was selected to obtain
representation from a variety of institutions. It consisted of public,
private, technical, two-year and four-year schools in different geographicregions of the country. The distribution of schools was as follows:



MBE CONTROL =IL LOCATION

Morgan State
University Public 4-year Northeast

University_of
The District
Columbia PUblic 4-year Northeast

The University
of Michigan-Flint Public 4-year Midwest

Roosevelt College Private 4-year Midwest

State University
of New-York
Agriculture &
Technical College Public 2=year Northeast

Meridian Junior
College Public 2-year Midwest

University of
Alaska-Fairbanks Public 4-year West

N. Seattle
Cenmunity College Public 2-year West

St. Augustine's
college Private 4-year South

Cleveland
Technical College Public 2-year South

Vassar College Private 4-year Northeast
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4.3 Trathing mid Pre-Testing

ASI organized a one-day training session for the three CWU coders
prior to the actual coding test. The traiaing covered the following areas:

o A brief overview of the CSPEC and its purpose,

o A description of the CIP format and_how to use the CIP
docuMentation in conjunction with CSPEC to code courses.

o An introduction to the four primary source materials used
for coding courses: the main CSPEC printout of course
codes, titles and descriptions; the CSPEC Title Index, the
CIP documentation; and the catalogs from the schools
providing the sample transcripts.

o A recommended step-by-step prodedure to code courses (See
the Appendin).

In addition to these instructions, the coders were given 10 samplecourses to code as a pre-test practice run. The coding decisions and howthey were made were discussed by the group to ensure their understanding ofthe materials and methceology.

4.4 'eat Environment

The coding test began the day following training with each coder askedto work independently in assigning codas to the same courses listed on thesample of 40 transcripts. All coders were given ready access to the
resource materials needed for the coding effort and were afforded
regulated, but timely, breaks to reduce the fatigue factor. ASI asked_thecoders to spend a MAXiMUM of ten minutes in making individual course codingdecisions. Coding was completed by all participants at the end of thethird day of testing.

4.5 Summary a Findimss

The analysis conduCted was primarily concerned with agreement Longcoders; As shown by Figure 1 on the following page, the potential forconfusion and misclassification begins with the asSignment of the first_twodigits of the CSPECi_and increases as each tWO Additional digits are_added.Table 1 below summarizes the major findings of this analysis and reflects
the relationshipS Shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Relationship Between Instructional Programs and
Subject Matter Areas

Instructionsi Programs
(Distinguished on Basis of Purposet)ObjeCtives)

Subject Matter
Areas

(Distinguished
on Basis of
Knowledge,
Skala,
Appreciations;
or Attitudes)

A a

111.

Nom

The relationships between Subject Matter Areas I, II, Ill,
and Instructional Program A illustrate a common phenom-
enon: instructional programs generally derive from many
subject matter areas. For example, an instructional pro-
gram that prepares students for advanced study in physics
may draw from mathematics and chemistry; in addition
to physics. The relationships between Subject Matter Area
11 and Instructional Programs A and B illustrate that
multiple instructional programs often draw from a common
subject matter area. Programs designed for such different
purposes as preparing students for advanced study iri
physics and preparing students as entry-level madlinists
botO draw on mathematics; though at differing levels of
complexity. FinallY; the relationship between Subject
Matter Area V and Instructional Program C shove that
many instructional programs have as their sole purpose
the transferral of knowledgeor sk;Ils embodied in a single
subject matter area. Examples of this relationship are pro-
grams to help students with a communicarick: 31/4111 such
as reading or programs to acquaint an individc. ; recent
advances in chemistry.

Source: Malitz, Gerald S., A Classificat-ion-of InStructlianal
proorams, U.S. Department of Education, National
Center for Education Statistics, 1981, pg. 4.
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NuMber of Digits
Natched

Table

_Agxeement Among Coders
by NUMber of Digits in the CSPEC Code

Three Coders Four Coders Five Coders
AUX11 Agree Aktki

First 2 80% 76% 72%(CIP Section)

First 4 72% 66% 624
(CIP Subsection)

First_6 '69% 62% 57%(CIP Area within
Subsection)

AII 8 digits 60% 52% 46%(Fun CSPEC)

As indicated, in over 50 percent of the cases, all five coders wereable to agree on a six-digit code, which would place the course in the mostappropriate grouping of related classes. _Nevertheless, in selecting uniquecourse codes (eight-digit), consensus fell just below the 50 percent mark.

These findings reflect certain factoria which the test confirmed haveimpact on the ability of the coder to_makt en appropriate coding selectionusing the CSPEC. ASI believes that if thetas elements al Iliminated or atleast minimized, the consensui figures in_Table I will L ramaticallyincreasetd. The factors impacting on the CSPEC test art aressed in thefollowing section.

4.6 Factors Impacting on Coding a wigua gralizing C-SrEC

4.6.1 Lack of Coder Experience with the CSPEC

_ Although not entirely_unexpected, the test did substantiate thatcoder-a familiar with the CSPEC (that is, the ASI coderS Who had daveIopedthe data base) reached a consensus among themselves more often than th:-dseUnfaMiliar with the_system_(the CWU coders); This divergence was
particularly evident in Ceding the more difficult settifts_(referenceTables 2, 3 and 4).0nd coUld assume from this evidente that the longerthe coder used the CSPEC, the more consistent he would become in making anappropriate coding_deditiOn and thus the more likely he would agree withother coders of like experience.



4.6;2. Troviblesome CSPEC Section&

Testing_the CSPEC_in a controlled environment allowed_ASI to pinpoint
specific_sections_of the classification that presonted_problems_to Coders
and should, therefore, recele more emphasis during coder training.

The coders as a group experienced the greatest difficulty in dealing
with the Engineering and Engineering-Related Technologien Cuiticulum Areas
(CSPEC Sections 14 and 15). All five_failed to reach agreement on the
eight-digit code level for these areat, and in 80 percent of the cases,they did not even agree on the first two digits. Nevertheless, the
tonsensus achieved between the experienced ASI coders far exceeded those ofthe GWU coders. Table 2 presents these conclusions in tabular form.

Table 2
Engineering and Engineering Technologies:

Agreement Among Coders
by Coder Experience

and Number of Digits in the CSPEC

Nuniber Of_Digits
Matched

Experienced COders
(ASI) Agree

Five Coders
Agree

FirSt 2 digits 85% 20%

First 6 digits 31* 7%

All 8 digits 23% 0%

Several factors explain this lack of consensus. Engineering and
Engineering Technologies are overlapping curricula and somewhat ambiguous.By way of example, a course on "Introduction to Circuits" could
legitimately be_placed in both sections. Moreover, the courses in these
sections are comp/ex for coders lacking an engineering background.
Compounding the..a..1 tmpediments was the fact that a current catalog from the
school providing most of the engineering classes for the test was notavailable.

Another section_which presented coding problems Wet "Computer and
Information Sciences" (CSPEC S4ction 11), which was often confused by
coders with the CSPEC Section 07 on "Business and Office". A common coding
error during the test occurred in_the placement of introductory computer
courses, which could be coded in either section depending on the departmentoffering the courses or the degree program in which the students wereenrolled. Here, as in the case_of Engineering, the experience of the coderin using the CSPEC was an important factor in the level of agreement._Table 3 presents the level of agreement reached among the coders for the
computer curriculum.

Table 3
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Computer and Information Sciendes:
Agreement Among Coders
by Coder ftperience and

Number of Digits in the CSPEC Code

Number,Of Digits
Matched

Experienced Coders
(ASI) Agree

Five COdert
Agree

First 2 Digfis 6716 46%

First 6 Digits NA 27%

All 8 Digits 5014 2741

A final_section which gave thejnoxperiented codersi in particular;
some difficulty was BaSic Skills (CSPEC Section 32). A prevalent mistake
by coderS was to place remedial_English classeS Under_the Section on
7stters (CSPEC_Section 23) in lieu of_Basic_Skillt._ Chide again; the more
ind.wch_knoWledge of the ASI coders proved to be a key faCtor in attaining
a high level zf Agreement in this area; as reflected in Table 4.

Table 4

Basic Skills:_
Agreement_Awong Codtra _

by Coder Etperionc End
NUAber of Digits in the CSPEC Code

Numb6r of Digits
Matched

Experienced Coders
(AST) Agree

Five Coders

haat
First 2 Digits 96% 6516

First 6 Digits 91% 50%

All 8 Digits 77% 32%

4.6.1 Utilizing Out-of-Date College Catalogs

The test revealed that current catalogs_are a prerequisite for correctcoding. Course titles as listed on a transcript often do not adequately
describe course content. For eXample, one school might have a class called
"English I" which is more commonly known as "Freshman English." However,
at another school, "English 1" migbt_refer to "Remedial English." In such
instances, the coder would need_to refer to the catalog for a specific
description of the course. Several of the catalogs provided to ASI for the
test were not current with their respective transcriptt. AA a result, a
number ef courses from these transcripts were not litted in their catalogs,
thereby leaving much of the coding decision to guesswork.
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4.6.4 Vague COutias Abbreviations

Many schoOlit abbreviate both the course title and the department
offering the ceiciritil on their transcriots;C. a number of occasions; thetest coders misinterpreted these abbrisviations and miscoded courses.

e 4.6.5 Lack of Distinction of Courses by Type of Institution

_Similarly=titled classes are offered St tWo= and four-year
institutieria, TNe test coders licted majer_differences between the_cottentand the co of these courses, &IOC:ling on the type of_institutiOn.The CIP CSPEC); however; M41et he distinction among its
instructienalograms as to the type Of teheol offering that program Or_the level Of difficuIt7. This conflict betWeen the CIP and college catalog
descriptort represented a source of confuSiOn to the coders during thetest.

4.6.6 Incorrect Usage or Underutilization of Source Material

In 74 percent of the cases coded; Ceders relied solely on the CSPECalpha:be-tie Title Index to locate the "dOrrect" code. When the_titleliAting_WaS used; there was 26 percent Agreement on the eight=digit_code
among the five coders. This contrastt iharp/y with the 51 percent level ofagreement between the experienced ASI Coders in using Index._ The chiefcause of this ascrepanty was the indorrect use of the Title Indeit by thethree Coders lackin6 experiende in USing the Index.

Likewise; the GWU coders did_not reference the stheel_catalogs asoften as required to resolVe the dilemma of coding similatlytitled coursesfound in one or more CIP_secti:41. (This problem; which is characteristicof postsecondary curricula;_has already been alluded tti in SeCtion 3;0;)Instead; they often_opted simply to choose the first of the titles theyfound in the Title IndeX and go no further in their seatth.

In like manner; the GWU coders had particular difficulty in using theCIP as a resource_decument. As previously indicated in Section 3;0; theCIP descriptors of itt various sections tend_to be_ton-specific; This non-specificity -;:ot48 titit facilitate the coding of SpeCifie courses; This lackof understanaLag Of_the CIP sections discouraged the coders from utilizing'the document in their coding efforts



4.6.7 Overuse of Certain CSPEC Sections

One tendency evidenced among the three CWU coders was that when a
coder became familiar with a specific CSPEC section after spending some
time using it in search of a courts code, he would likely fall back
frequently on this section to code questionable courses. More often than
not, these courses would be miscoded:

_Once again, a root cause of this inclination was the lack of-adequate
knowledge of the CIP and CSPEC.

5.0 =MU Alg RECOMMENDATIONS

The CSPEC data base of over 10,000 uniquely coded posttecondary
courses, if used correctly, it; a potentially important Survey tool for theCenter of Education Statidtics. The CSPEC is ita expanSion of the Classifi-cation 21 Instructional Programs (CIP) written by the Center for EducationStatistics in 1981. The CSPEC is based on the structure of the CIP,
dividing 50 major curriculum programs (with two-digit code nuMbers) intomore specific areas of instruction (up to six digits). The CSPEC has takenthe CIP one step further, allowing for the assignment of a unique code
(eight digits) for each_course under an area of instruction. The alternatetitles provided by the CSPEC represent those courses whose general contentduplicate those which_ert already assigned an eight-digit code. Allcourses used for the CSPEC data base were taken from a sample of 60
postsecondary educational institutions.

In or:1-Lr to det,.rmine the reliability and ease of use of the CSPEC forsurvey purposes, ASI conducted a small coding experiment. Five individuals(tw4 who were familikr with the CSPEC and three who were were asked to.ttsign from the CSPEC to over 650 courses froit, u Ilsge transcripts.Test coders were provided with a copy of the :1- a printout of the CSPEC,
college catalors from each school in th' tran. r. sample, and an
alphabetic Tide Index listing of all CSPEC courses and their respectivecodes.

The results of the test indicated that the likelihood of obtaining aconsensus on any course coda decreased With each CSPEC interval of twodigits. In other words, coders agreed on the two-digit curriculum programarea assigned each code (72 percent agreement) more often than they agreedon the entire unique course code (46 percent agreement). More importantly,the test brought to the surface certain rectors adversely affectingconsensus results. (These factors have been outlined in more detail inSection 4.5.) Elimination or minimization of these factors would,
therefore, enhance the reliability of coding decisions.

The use of the CSPEC by coders and analysts should be t,pproachedcarefully. The potential usefulness of the information prciided by theCSPEC for research is evident. However, the practical limitations of theCSPEC, bsyond its shear volume, should be recognized in working with theclassification. Among these limitations are the following:

o The OSPEC aoes not reflect the level of course work
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nor the type_of school (partidularly two-year versus
four-year) offering the COUrte work.

o Postsecondary curricula ate_ndt_generally divided in
accordance with the CIP, Which forms the basis of the
CSPEC;

o Different instructional programs frequently offer
similarly-titled courtet. Hence, accurate coding_using
the CSPEC depends heavily on the proper use of resource
documentation, especially the school catalog.

As we learned from our coding,test, there are steps which can be
carried out to enable coders to take full advantage of CSPEC. The
fo7owing presents ASI's suggestions in this regard:

1. usmigI goittl_with Iggitak Transcripts 4,1h Clear
Descriptions a COUrbe Ind DIRAXIMant Abbreviationa

Four of the_schools telectcd for test sample provided_illegible
transcripts which could hot be .;ieciphered by the coders_-ftd thUt Were
removed from the test; Good copy is, therefore, an obvious prerequisite
for enhancing the coding effort;

Moreover, when a coder knows what academic department offers the
course he is oding1, he has a better chance of coding,the course correctly
within the CSPEC. Since many schools use internal abbreviations for their
departments (such as OPE for Radiographic Biology) on their transcripts, it
is recommended that the schools be asked to send a list of abbreviations
and their meanings, along with the transcripts they are providing.

2. Provide Coders atth Current Catalogs

In just ov.7.-P 23 percent_of the cases coded during the test_of the
CSPEC, coders had ta use sources other than the Title Index. The school
catalog was a necessary reference in dealing iui vague titles_or with
courtes which could be coded in two or more CSI3EC sections. Without the
catalog, the coding_decision would be left to guesswork._ Further, since
college curricula are frequently changing, and courses are_dropped or added
from a school catalog, coders must be provided with catalogs which match
the years covered by the transcripts.

3. Conduct Extensive gasktz =int=
The analysis of the test results confirmed that the more knowledgeable

and experienced the coders were in using the CSPEC, the higher the level of
consensus in coding courget. In short, familiarity developed both speed
and consistency in making appropriate coding decisions.

Although experience it_ getned_through actual usage, familiatity And
knowledge_of the CSPEC den be developed and fine-tuned_in a well=prepared
and extensive ttaining sestion. The one day provided for the ASI tett
coders proved too shOrt to meet this goal for the three inexperiended
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coders. _In Addition to increasing the length of time evkwiteo to r::aining,
ASI would recommend several other lines of action:

o Codert Should be given the CIP for review in advnlce t'

ihe training;

o College-educated individuals with expertise in a variety
of subject areas as coder are probably the best candi-
dates for coding courses using the CSPEC.

o In addition to the CIP, the CSPEC main printout, the
CSPEC Title Index, and the school catalogs, coders should
be provided with the summary of the CSPEC Panel comments
as listed in Section 3.0 of this report, to become awPze
of ASI's approach to and interpretation of the CIP as a
basis for CSPEC.

o Strong emphasis_should be placadLch the use of source
material, most especially_the ACheOl_datalog and the
Title Index; It is important that the coder be able
to find clues_as to the proper placement of a course in
the CSPEC by_ascertaining Whith adhool department or
degree program is offering the Course;

o Practice coding on sample date should be both varied
and extensive, with bOth groUp and indivial exercises.
The more difficult SeCtiona,_as pinpointed by ASI in
Section 452, should be emphasivA;

4; Provide Ouality =int Actual Coding EfIgIt

Coding courses using the CSPEC is an individual effort. To ensure theconsistency of approach and accuracy of coding decisions among many
individuals, ASI would suggest an advisor knowledgeable and experlenced inthe CSPEC be available to the coders at all times to answer questions.
Moreover, a periodic quality control check of a random sample of coded
classes by such an advisor would also prove beneficial.

As a final note, this technical document has been provided to theCenter for Education Statistics as a record of the project's_objectives,
development and final deliverables. It is also hoped that it may serve as
an informational guide to those who will be the end users of the CSPEC inthe future.



APPENDIX

Recommended Prodedures to Code a Course Using CSPEC

1. Note if the transcript indicates t.he department in which the
course is offered. This will facilitate your selecting the
correct section of the CSPEC to place the course. If the
department is not listed on the transcript, refer back to the
school catalog to trackdown this information.

2. Look down_the alphabetic CSPEC Title Index_fet A Course of
the same tJ':tle *hi-Oh is also in the area of StUdy_ indicated
by the.department ShoWn on the transcript_or in_the catalog.Then write that_code next to the class. HOpefUlly, most of
your coding Will end at this step._ Note_that for duplicate
titles it the liStifig (that reflect the fact that similarly-
titled courses_are found in different curricula), the
program area offering the course will be part of the titIe.

3. If the Title Index does not hAvethe title you are looking
for, refer_to the catalog from the School Whose transcript
you Ate coding and read the description provided_for the
course_concerned. Then Iook in the main tSPEC printout
(with descriptors and alternate titles) for the CIP section
Whith_doincides with_the department ordegree program
Offering the course. (see Step 1).._Lock down the eightdigitliating of courses_under that Section to find one ytiich
elesely_matches the descriptiOn of the oeurse you_=a codiog.If yeti find the match, assigo_that nUMber to the class
CO:warned. Note that many CIP curriculumareas have font--;
Or sit-digit "Other" categeried for courses not fittit4 inte any specific_grouping Of_didilar ciasses;Be Stirti e;.0check the "Other" categoty if the no other C:P section
fita the department offeri4 the course.

4. If a match is not found in Step 3, the course should be
assigned an "Miscellaneous* code. Every six-digit grouping
of similar courses hat an eight-digit code for miscellaneous
coursas that are not covered by any of the arler eight=digit
course codes under that catego7y. The miscellaneous category
was established simply becauGat the CSPEC was bated on a
small sample of all postsecondary institutions And, them-fore, does not encompass al7, possible postascondary courses.
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